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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition No 0471/2021 by Omar Magnelli (Italian) on the lack of specific legal 
protection for LGBTI persons in Italy

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner denounces a very serious and worrying situation in Italy with regard to 
discrimination based on sexual orientation. He highlights the almost total absence of sex 
education and emotional education in schools and the very limited information on same-sex 
relationships. He complains about the lack of specific provisions in criminal law against acts of 
intolerance against LGBT+ people, and the complete absence of measures to combat 
discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation or gender identity. He hopes that a specific 
aggravating circumstance will be provided for in Italian law in cases of homophobic and 
transphobic crimes, as is already the case for racism- or xenophobia-based crimes.  He also calls 
on the EU institutions to intervene in order to encourage Italy to ensure that transgender people 
receive proper legal protection and to ensure that ‘gender identity’ is fully and explicitly 
covered by law.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 5 August 2021. Information requested from Commission under Rule 
227(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 15 December 2021

The Commission’s observations

European Union law already provides for a right not to be discriminated against, nor be 
subjected to harassment, based, amongst others, on sexual orientation and sex in the area of 
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employment and occupation1. In addition, discrimination based on sex is prohibited in the fields 
of access to and supply of goods and services and social security2. Discrimination based on 
gender reassignment is prohibited under the sex equality Directives according to the case law 
of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU)3 and as mentioned in recital 3 of Directive 
2006/54/EC. 

In 2008, the Commission put forward a proposal for an Equal Treatment Directive, which would 
extend EU legal protection against discrimination on the basis of, among other things, sexual 
orientation beyond the area of employment and vocational training.  However, so far, the 
proposal has not been adopted since the required unanimity in the Council of the European 
Union has not been reached. Nevertheless, the Member States remain competent to provide a 
national protection against discrimination that goes beyond what is required by EU law. 

At present, Council Framework Decision 2008/913/JHA4, on combating racism and 
xenophobia by means of criminal law is the only EU criminal law instrument that harmonises 
the definition of, and criminal penalties for some specific forms of hate speech and hate crime. 
It requires Member States to criminalise the public incitement to violence or hatred on grounds 
of race, colour, religion, descent and national or ethnic origin. As regards hate speech and hate 
crime on grounds other than those laid down in Framework Decision 2008/913/JHA, there is 
no harmonisation of criminal offences and sanctions at EU level. Rather, it is up to Member 
States to provide for a criminal law response to other types of hate speech and hate crime, such 
as on grounds of sexual orientation. 

While recognising the Member States’ competences in these areas, the Commission, as 
announced in the LGBTIQ5 Equality Strategy 2020-20256, will support Member States to 
exchange best practice on legal protection against hate speech, hate crime and discrimination 
against LGBTIQ people. 

Conclusion 

The Commission will support the Member States to address LGBTIQ discrimination, hate 
crime and hate speech as announced in the LGBTIQ Equality Strategy 2020-2025, while fully 
respecting the Member States’ competence to provide for national legal protection against 
discrimination, hate crime and hate speech beyond what is required by EU law.
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